Where Did Term Stakeholder Come From?

By Bob Youker

In September of 2006, Deputy Secretary of State Robert Zoelick used the word “stakeholder” when speaking about US/China relations. The Chinese language does not have a corollary word for “stakeholder” and the use of the word let to quite a fuss. The State Department suggested a Chinese phrase meaning “participants with related interests”.

The term stakeholder has come into common usage by the end of the last century, but where did the word come from? One possible source is the person who holds the money or stakes in a bet. Another possibility is in mining prospecting where you drive stakes into the four corners of the property you want to claim.

Stakeholders are people inside and outside an organization who have a vested interest in a problem and its solution. They can be both positive and negative in their interests. Wikipedia the free on line encyclopedia has a good section on the term. In all current project planning a stakeholder analysis is a vital step. But where did the common modern usage of people in “interest groups” come from?

Mason and Mitroff in their 1981 book, “Challenging Strategic Planning Assumptions” posited the following source. “The term ‘stakeholder’ concept seems to have emerged initially in the systems analysis work on organizations conducted by researchers at the Tavistock Institute in London.


The graphic on the following page from Lucidus Consulting in UK is an excellent categorization of various types of stakeholders.
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